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Building trust and innovative privacy solutions 

This year we’ve seen: And most recently: 

This is the new world! 

http://www.iispartners.com/


Building trust and innovative privacy solutions 

PI-EXIT – closer than we think?  

“Silicon Valley has created companies that 
ruthlessly exploit consumers and workers.”  

The Guardian, 20 Sep 16 
“the fact of the matter is that the tech industry 

is predicated on inequality.” 
Ben Thompson, Stratechery, 9 Nov 16  

Will people respond in the same 
way to what we are doing with 

their personal information? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: positives as well (companies that are trying to come up with an ethical framework??Productivity Commission wants Australians to be given right to opt out of data collection https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/nov/03/productivity-commission-wants-australians-to-be-given-right-to-opt-out-of-data-collection"The Guardian view on technology's ethical egotism: about profits not people", Editorial, The Guardian, initially published 20 Sep 2016 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/sep/19/the-guardian-view-on-technologys-ethical-egotism-about-profits-not-peopleBusiness and regulators – head in the sandSlow dawning on the commercial value of PI and toes in the waterWell motivated but misguided views about using PI – 360 degree of customer… Really? Little evidence that business has any insight into the impact on individuals Exclusive focus on bottom line as currently defined and no view of the value of social licence and its critical link to the ‘real’ bottom line  Predictions/comments about likelihood of Trump success way off - huge blind spot about what many people are feeling Donald Trump is the President-Elect, Tech Under Trump, The Big Picture (Stratechery Daily Update 2016-11-09) Ben Thompson has a good take on Trump that weaves in technological/societal trends. And when it comes to reality, the fact of the matter is that the tech industry is predicated on inequality. The entire idea is to build scalable processes that massively increase efficiency and disrupt old-world businesses by making it up in volume. Where we have failed miserably as an industry is coming up with solutions for — or, to be more precise, giving the slightest hint of a damn about — the individuals lost along the way.

http://www.iispartners.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/sep/19/the-guardian-view-on-technologys-ethical-egotism-about-profits-not-people
https://stratechery.com/2016/donald-trump-is-the-president-elect-tech-under-trump-the-big-picture/


Building trust and innovative privacy solutions 

Law, law and more law? 

Tighten existing law and enforce it vigorously 
 EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) the 

high watermark? 

But… will the same prescriptions work for the 
new world order? 
 Not even the EU Data Protection Commissioners think 

they have the resources to enforce GDPR 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone agrees that Tighten the existing law and enforce it more strongly?Tempting – there are clear challengesIndividual control via notice and consent – viable? Data minimisation principles – valid? Personal information or not – where’s the line?  Action from business, regulators? But, more of the same a poor prescription in the face of the new world order?Law, law and more law not the answer.(Like more and more business focussed trade deals, or more and more tax cuts)KEY MESSAGE There is a better way – more of the same won’t work KEY MESSAGEBut how to shift the paradigm and get business and regulators to acknowledge the importance of social licence in relation to PI to their bottom line and society generally.

http://www.iispartners.com/
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32016R0679


Building trust and innovative privacy solutions 

New World Order: 
“Tech” distinction gets blurry 

“Technology” companies? 

“Banking and retail” companies? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key context: these days, “technology company” has almost become meaninglessIs Facebook a “technology” company or media company?Is Uber a “technology” company or transportation company?Is Amazon a “technology” company or retail/media/services company?Conversely:Is [big banks] “banking” company or technology company?Is Woolworths/Coles “retail/supermarket” company or technology company?EVERY company, in order to stay relevant and competitive, HAVE TO use technology, and the data that comes with it – in a sense, every company is a “technology” company, a “data-driven” company

http://www.iispartners.com/


Building trust and innovative privacy solutions 

New World Order: 
Ubiquitous (data-driven) technology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Constant connectivity (Cloud, Internet)Melding offline and online activities, digital exhaust, constant tracking etc (smartphone, IOT & sensors)Big data and algorithms – changes in:scales—speed, capacity, continuous generationrelationality, flexibility, purpose, context for dataMachine learning, AI – Next frontierDraw parallels with Globalisation and its impact on individuals- Technological trends – see esp. Peter Leonard’s recent articleCloud and Internet infrastructure – constant connectivitySmartphones, IoT and sensors – melding of offline and online activities, digital exhaust, constant tracking, etc.Big data and algorithms – Both a change in scales—speed, capacity, continuous generation—as well as a change in the relationality, flexibility, repurposing, and de-contextualisation of dataMachine learning, AI – Next frontier, potential to transform industries and many other facets of societyhttp://bdes.datasociety.net/council-output/perspectives-on-big-data-ethics-and-society/
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New World Order: 
Diverse data collections 

Level of individual awareness High Low 

Provided 
1. Initiated 

• Online 
purchase 
 

2. Compelled 
• Applications 

 
3. Transactional 

• Bills paid 
 

4. Posted 
• Instagram, 

Twitter, etc. 

Observed 
1. Engaged 

• Cookies 
• Location-

enabled device 
 

2. Not anticipated 
• Sensors in cars 

 
3. Passive 

• CCTV images 
• Wi-Fi station 
• Call logs 

Derived 
1. Computational 

• Credit ratios 
• Average 

purchase per 
visit 
 

2. Notational 
• Classification of 

buyer attributes 
• Medical 

condition based 
on diagnostic 
tests 

Inferred 
1. Statistical 

• Credit score 
• Life expectancy 
• Crime hotspots 
• Traffic patterns 

 
2. Advanced analytical 

• Risk of 
developing 
disease based 
on multi-factor 
analysis 

• ... ?? 

Source: Martin Abrams, ‘The Origins of Personal Data and its Implications for Governance’ (2014) 

http://www.iispartners.com/
http://informationaccountability.org/wp-content/uploads/Data-Origins-Abrams.pdf
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New World Order: 
Amazing benefits for all 

See, e.g., recent McKinsey report on global 
data flows (March 2016) 
 Large multinationals – Attain truly global scale with 

new markets and suppliers 
 SMEs – Use digital platforms to find customers and 

suppliers abroad 
 Startups – Foreign customers, financing, suppliers 

from day one 
 Individuals – New ways to work, learn, and 

communicate across borders 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Amazing benefits for all involved (see McKinsey report): large multinationals, SMEs, startups, individuals- BUT, there are also downsides…1. Data, data, everywhere – that means data breaches[Prominent recent examples] 2. Technology reproducing/perpetuating societal problems:Airbnb discrimination – providing a platform that allowed some to discriminate against othersUber discrimination – more indirect discrimination via algorithmsAI’s white guy problem – general problem with who makes the technology3. Big brother-esque- Customer-centric =/= 360 degree view of customers![Prominent examples of creepy/intrusive behaviour – even though the tradeoff is increased convenience/discounts/service – Uber, Facebook, Google? Others?] http://www.economist.com/blogs/gulliver/2016/09/room-innhttp://jalopnik.com/uber-is-quietly-terrible-for-women-and-black-people-st-1788392405http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/26/opinion/sunday/artificial-intelligences-white-guy-problem.html
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http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/digital-mckinsey/our-insights/digital-globalization-the-new-era-of-global-flows
http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/digital-mckinsey/our-insights/digital-globalization-the-new-era-of-global-flows
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New World Order: 
Data, data breaches everywhere  

http://www.iispartners.com/
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11554291
https://lawpath.com.au/blog/data-breach-puts-details-of-96-000-public-servants-at-risk
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/national/public-service/privacy-watchdog-called-after-health-department-data-breach-20160929-grr2m1.html
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-10-28/red-cross-blood-service-admits-to-data-breach/7974036
http://www.itnews.com.au/news/big-w-shutters-online-shopping-after-data-leak-441236
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New World Order: 
Perpetuating societal problems 

There is no such thing as a “neutral” platform 
or algorithm 

http://www.iispartners.com/
http://www.economist.com/blogs/gulliver/2016/09/room-inn
http://jalopnik.com/uber-is-quietly-terrible-for-women-and-black-people-st-1788392405
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/26/opinion/sunday/artificial-intelligences-white-guy-problem.html


Building trust and innovative privacy solutions 

PI-EXIT – under the radar but 
it’s beginning 

 Sense of resentment building 
 French plan for biometric database of 60 million people sparks 

outcry (November 2016) 
 Symantec, State of European Data Privacy (October 2016) 

o Disconnect between what business think consumers prioritise (top 
3: quality, customer service, cost) and what consumers actually 
chose as most important: keeping data safe and secure 

 Pew Survey, State of Privacy in America (September 2016) 
o Large majority affirm importance of privacy, but struggle to 

understand nature and scope of data collection + agree that they 
have lost control 

 Turow, Hennessy & Draper, The Tradeoff Fallacy (June 2015) 
o “a majority of Americans are resigned to giving up their data—and 

that is why many appear to be engaging in tradeoffs” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evidence that individuals are starting to respond – below business radar at this stageEvidence that individuals see use of their data in different way to businessPUT IN VARIOUS SURVEY INFORMATIONConsumer attitudes – warning signsUniversity of Pennsylvania [Survey showing that consumers are fed up / given up?]Pew Survey, State of privacy in America – privacy still very important, but people struggle to understand nature and scope of data collectionSymantec study – “These results show there is a significant disconnect with consumer priorities, the report said, with 88% of European consumers regarding data security as the most important factor when choosing a company with which to do business. In fact, 86% consider it more important than product quality” (KEEP IN MIND EUROPEAN CONTEXT/CULTURE THOUGH)http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/09/21/the-state-of-privacy-in-america/http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450401248/Businesses-underprepared-for-GDPR-study-shows

http://www.iispartners.com/
http://www.computerworld.com.au/article/609854/french-plan-biometric-database-60-million-people-sparks-outcry/?utm_campaign=computerworld-today-2016-11-09&utm_medium=newsletter&eid=-255&utm_source=computerworld-today
https://www.symantec.com/en/uk/about/newsroom/press-releases/2016/symantec_1018_01
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/09/21/the-state-of-privacy-in-america/
https://www.asc.upenn.edu/sites/default/files/TradeoffFallacy_1.pdf
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And there’s more  

Young adults take more security measures for 
their online privacy than their elders 

‘As it turns out, though, that “youthful indulgence” might 
have been a temporary luxury. It’s not just getting older 
that makes us less chatty and less likely to disclose 
ourselves; better understanding of the current internet 
environment makes young people wary, too, even when 
they wish they could say more. In fact, young people might 
now be rolling their eyes at their elders.’ 

http://www.iispartners.com/
http://www.recode.net/2016/11/2/13390458/young-millennials-oversharing-security-digital-online-privacy
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We need to act – and soon  

Source: OAIC Community Attitudes to Privacy survey Research Report 2013 

 Loss of 
social 
licence a 
huge 
business 
risk 

 Trust hard 
to regain 
once lost 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those at the bottom of the trust list are unsurprising:Social media – many and ongoing stories of privacy missteps/creepiness from Facebook, Google, et al, over many yearsRetailers – data breaches, selling/leveraging data

http://www.iispartners.com/
https://www.oaic.gov.au/engage-with-us/community-attitudes/oaic-community-attitudes-to-privacy-survey-research-report-2013
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Looking back, looking forward 

Lessons learnt over the last 15 years working 
with policy/lawmakers, regulators, and 
businesses 
 2004 – ‘Light Touch’ Or ‘Soft Touch’? – Reflections Of A 

Regulator Implementing A New Privacy Regime 
 2007 – A New Approach to Privacy and Trust in the 

Information Age  
 2016 – Valuing Personal Data to Foster Privacy: A Thought 

Experiment and Opportunities for Research  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Valuing Personal Data to Foster Privacy: A Thought Experiment and Opportunities for Research JOURNAL OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS American Accounting AssociationVol. 30, No. 2 DOI: 10.2308/isys-51429 Summer 2016 pp. 169–181

http://www.iispartners.com/
http://pandora.nla.gov.au/pan/64350/20101012-0000/www.privacy.gov.au/materials/types/speeches/view/6354.html
http://pandora.nla.gov.au/pan/64350/20101012-0000/www.privacy.gov.au/materials/types/speeches/view/6354.html
http://www.iispartners.com/white_paper.pdf
http://www.iispartners.com/white_paper.pdf
http://aaajournals.org/doi/abs/10.2308/isys-51429
http://aaajournals.org/doi/abs/10.2308/isys-51429
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Legal compliance vs Social licence  

Complying with law ≠ gaining social licence 
Consumer resentment caused by 

infringements on social licence (even if legal 
compliance are met!) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key distinction being overlooked by policymakers and businessesLaw and policy too heavily reliant on consentThis comes from a mining/resource-related website, but definition is pretty good (http://socialicense.com/definition.html): The Social License has been defined as existing when a project has the ongoing approval within the local community and other stakeholders, ongoing approval or broad social acceptance and, most frequently, as ongoing acceptance.

http://www.iispartners.com/
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Social licence and 
permission structures 

 In most domains of our lives, decisions are made for 
us by parties that we trust are acting in our best 
interests 
 Almost always when we don’t have the full facts or skills 

However, we are expected or presumed to make 
privacy decisions for almost every transaction (even 
if the law doesn’t require it) 
 Assumes we are clearly presented with the full facts + 

understand them + have time + ability to act on them 

Personal information management THE odd one out! 

http://www.iispartners.com/


Building trust and innovative privacy solutions 

Social licence and 
permission structures 

 Consider the permission structure around driving a car 
 And how it’s changed over the years and will in years to come 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All the stuff you mentioned on the call that increases safety (and that we give permission / allow):IgnitionBrakeChanging gearsLane assistAutomationIn addition to the car itself, the social licence / permission structure also includes:Set of safety standardsIndependent testing authorityLaw and regulation

http://www.iispartners.com/
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Series/C2004A03813


Building trust and innovative privacy solutions 

Social licence and 
permission structures 

Or your doctor, the aeroplane, the pilot, the company 
auditor, this building, the clothes we are wearing, … 

What makes these decisions to put our lives in the 
hands of other people and devices every day so 
trustworthy? 
 Rules of the game, designed with our interests placed above all 

others and set by independent authority 
 Flexible response to the rules 
 Testing authority, independent of both rule maker and producer 
 Law with unavoidable consequences that are taken seriously 
 Remedy 

http://www.iispartners.com/
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Social licence and 
permission structures 

 Agents are acting on our behalf all the time in 
(personal) information exchanges too: 
 Bank 
 Hospital 
 Machine/Algorithm/Artificial Intelligence 
 … 

 However: 
 Some agents are not really acting in our interests 
 Some hoard and analyse data to, e.g., “improve services”, BUT 
 A 360 degree view of the customer is not necessarily 

customer-centric! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some agents are not really acting in your interests – call out loyalty cards as an example? Or are we going to offend some people in the audience? Oops…There’s a Hippocratic oath for doctors – how about one for those handling our personal information?

http://www.iispartners.com/
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Massive data set 
Analytics 
 Producing correlations: Discovery 
 Making predictions: Application 
 NOT objective, NOT value neutral 

o Correlation  causation 
o Probability  certainty 
o Generality  specifics 

 Impact different 
 All in the application 

Discovery v application 

http://www.iispartners.com/
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Policymakers: Areas that 
need improvement 

Key constructs need work 
 Consent – Gross over-use at odds with decision-making in 

other domains 
 Collection limitation – How does it operate in an age of 

observed/derived/inferred data? 
 Use limitation – ‘Related purpose’ (Aus); ‘legitimate 

interest’ (EU) – How does it operate in an age of 
unforeseeable insights? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the law maker – this is not a place for detailed prescription but set up the right framework, both the safe motor care and the safe investment is based on legal framework that says there will be standards, a trustworthy testing agent, and the law prevents being in bus unless you meet these requirementsThe other lesson of the law maker, the three thingswhat are the rules, the powers of the regulator, is the regulator resourced to do it and is the regulator expected to do it. Eg 3 EEE, ethical effective efficient Key way to make a change in business behaviour – data as an asset, and making people do their own regulation ala financial regulation.

http://www.iispartners.com/
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Policymakers: A better 
policy construct 

1. Find ways to incentivize creative ways to reduce friction 
in decision-making with more regard for the interests of 
the individual 
 Vehicle design and medical practice just two examples 

2. Ensure businesses internalise the risks that they create 
 Look how environmental law has evolved 
 Why isn’t data on the balance sheet? 

3. Ensure businesses cover the costs of compliance rather 
than leaving it to the regulator 
 Just like it’s done for financial information 

4. Regulators and courts resourced to act and enforce 
 

http://www.iispartners.com/
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Business: A better way 

1. Manage your data as an asset  

2. Develop trustworthy permission structures for 
handling PI 

3. Master the fundamentals for the new world 
order: 
 Ethical framework 
 Governance 
 Accountability 
 Comprehensive risk management for all affected parties 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get on board with everything we just talked aboutNext slideThe slides after that

http://www.iispartners.com/
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The asset lever  

Leaders need to know that PI is likely the 
largest asset on their balance sheet 
 With all the implications for asset management: 

governance, risk, assurance, utilisation 

Use balance sheet language to get leadership 
to act 
 Think in positive sum terms 
 Stop treating PI as almost valueless when inviting 

people trade in (and trade offs) against other ‘benefit’ 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business – a better way1. Start getting management to think about PI as an asset and get them to think about the extent to which the corp. relies on that to get value and the extent to which defended against lossOn the assumption that you win that argument here are some things to think about.Eg do you have an info gov framework?Is the board thinking about that properlyIs there an accountability point for that governanceDo you have an assurance program in placeHow are you properly binding it into risk mgt, compliance, how to use prevent detect respond diagram hereHow best utilisation of the assetAre you making sure that gaining value and have a social licence to do it?How are you using assurance?Plan for failure and remediation for 1. The entity and 2. The affected individualsRisk management is all about risk allocation and risk appetite.For privacy strategist How to gain attention that this is a top line issue and Having gained their attention, what language do you use to get people to do something about it.Businesses still not thinking in positive sum termsPeople still thinking about trading in PI.Accounting methodology is about giving monetary value to data, which will bring it onto the balance sheet.Market is currently uninformed about the value of info to the entityThe reason I like the thought experiment is the existing framework being brought to something to bring about putting it on the radar1 impact – direct impact on managing to understand where the value in the company lies, and then put more emphasis to put value on social licence2. If the stock market  suddenly understands the value it will have an impact on management behaviour– a lot of stakeholders not understanding

http://www.iispartners.com/
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 Credible decision-making processes and safeguards expand the 
scope of permissible uses 

 Governance is key 

Ethical framework 

Trivial, innocuous 

All possible uses 

Basic (maybe notice) 

Purpose specification, consent 

Responsible and accountable 

Fraudulent Unlawful 

Discriminatory Deceptive 

http://www.iispartners.com/
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Governance 
Have you asked these questions? 
 Do you have an information governance framework? 
 Is the board thinking about that properly? 
 Is there an accountability point for that governance? 
 Do you have an assurance program in place? 
 Does the governance of information and privacy 

reflect the firm’s internal vision and values? 

Privacy Governance: A Guide to Privacy Risk 
and Opportunity for Directors and Boards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business – a better way1. Start getting management to think about PI as an asset and get them to think about the extent to which the corp. relies on that to get value and the extent to which defended against lossOn the assumption that you win that argument here are some things to think about.Eg do you have an info gov framework?Is the board thinking about that properlyIs there an accountability point for that governanceDo you have an assurance program in placeHow are you properly binding it into risk mgt, compliance, how to use prevent detect respond diagram hereHow best utilisation of the assetAre you making sure that gaining value and have a social licence to do it?How are you using assurance?Plan for failure and remediation for 1. The entity and 2. The affected individualsRisk management is all about risk allocation and risk appetite.For privacy strategist How to gain attention that this is a top line issue and Having gained their attention, what language do you use to get people to do something about it.Businesses still not thinking in positive sum termsPeople still thinking about trading in PI.Accounting methodology is about giving monetary value to data, which will bring it onto the balance sheet.Market is currently uninformed about the value of info to the entityThe reason I like the thought experiment is the existing framework being brought to something to bring about putting it on the radar1 impact – direct impact on managing to understand where the value in the company lies, and then put more emphasis to put value on social licence2. If the stock market  suddenly understands the value it will have an impact on management behaviour– a lot of stakeholders not understanding

http://www.iispartners.com/
http://www.companydirectors.com.au/director-resource-centre/publications/book-store/privacy-governance
http://www.companydirectors.com.au/director-resource-centre/publications/book-store/privacy-governance
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Accountability 
 Revised OECD privacy guidelines (2013) 
 New Part 3 on implementing accountability 

 APEC Cross Border Privacy Rules (ongoing) 
 Participating companies must adopt internal  

mechanisms for privacy protection 
 Certified by ‘Accountability Agents’ 

 Centre for Information Policy Leadership (ongoing) 
 Accountability-Based Privacy Governance 

 Information Accountability Foundation (ongoing) 
 A Unified Ethical Frame for Big Data Analysis 

http://www.iispartners.com/
http://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/2013-oecd-privacy-guidelines.pdf
http://www.informationpolicycentre.com/accountability-based_privacy_governance/
http://informationaccountability.org/wp-content/uploads/IAF-Unified-Ethical-Frame-v1-08-October-2014.pdf
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Framework for risk 
management 

Source: David Tattam, Protecht 
(2013) 

 Learn 
 Remediate 
 (Punish) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 As you can see, there’s more to risk management than “encrypt everything Preventive ------ Corrective Cheaper ----- More expensive

http://www.iispartners.com/
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A final thought 
Today, success of a model 
is often measured in terms 
of profit, efficiency or 
default rates. Fairness and 
common good resist 
quantification. Human 
values need to be impose 
on these systems, even at 
the cost of efficiency. 

http://www.iispartners.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Weapons-Math-Destruction-Increases-Inequality/dp/0553418815
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PI-EXIT at scale may well be next 
Personal information in your organisation 
 Probably its most valuable asset 
 Foster its social licence to use – it’s more than 

compliance 

Engage leadership and influence the 
conversation within and beyond 

There is a 
better way 

http://www.iispartners.com/


Questions? 
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